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A Compa ison of COllUTIunal, Freeho d
and Leas hold Land Tenure:

A Preliminary Study i 1 lbadan
and lfe, Western igeria

ABSTRACT. An attempt is made to delineate reIeva t land tenure
practices in two representative districts of Western Nigeria. With
data generated from the study, the hypothe is that communal land
te,zure system i inferior to a freehold system was tested. Subject to
the limitations of th data as discussed, it was tentatively validated.
From the study it wa shown that the land tenure system was still
basically communal, that is that land is still held by the community
(signifying vii age grou , family or lineage group) in common.

urther, the re evant variables of income, labor months applied, and
number of acres cultivated per farmer w re all significantly higher for
the average freehold tenant than for the av .rage communal tenant.

I

HYPOTHESIS AND DATA

h: THIS INVESTIG TION an att mpt is mad to point out relevant land
tenure practices that militate against ptimal allocation of land in th
aCTricultural sector a "estern Nigeria. The road yp the~is that is
tested is that a communal land tenure ystem is inherently inferior
to a system characteri-ed by the resence of fe -simIle ri~h s, in short,
a freehold land tenure syst m. In trying to al" date this hypothesis
several variables \....iIl b delineated in the t a land tenure classifications
and testcd for signifIcant differenc s. S me othcr distortions in the
agricultu al sector th~t lead to owered alue of land are Iso high
lightpu empirically.

The data used were de i ed from a mpling of farmrrs in th
Ibadan and Ife Distr'cts of' Test rn Nigeria. The eata ave certain
limitation because of th small sample size in relati n to the :'ampling
o ulation. An assumption of normality in the population oistribution
o lel 111a °e this ualiucation mnece sary. But t is cam ot be in-

ferre from the sa lpling distribution. owe er, the dat are analy ed

• The author is in e te to the Ford Foundation fo funds channclkd through
the Institute of dministration, Uni 'crsity of He, Kigcria, which aided the re
search. He is also grateful to I'roics~or del!boyc, of the D OJrtm nt of . gri
cultural . conomies, niversity of lbadan, Nigcri:l, for uEcful OOlments and
suggestions.
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and presented as a preliminary and tentative study whic:1. it is hoped.
may shed some light on the land tenure system in the absence of a
thorough study based on a sample of adequate size. This is thus
presented as a possible basis for a future full-blown investigation.

A questionnaire was administered to 200 farmers interviewed in the
months of February and March, 1973. The survey encompassed 25
viJIages in the two districts, viz.: Oduona Kekere, Ajia, Akanran,
Origbo, Apesin, Apomu, Ikire, Jugo, Ashipa. Ojoku, Lalupon, Moniya,
Erumu, Glodo, Olufon, Idioshe, Olukunle, Ipetumodu, Edun Abon,

gbungbu, Ayekoka, Ajebandele, Ladin, Ashe and Aye-oba. These
villages range in distance from 6 miles to 69 miles from Ibadan, one
of the largest cities in Black Africa.

II

LAND TE.VURE A.VD FARJI1UI'G PRACTICES

THE PRINCIPAL LAND TE1':URE SYSTEMS in Nigeria are communal, free
hold and leasehold systems. The communal system is characterized
by the ownership of lanel in common by the community which may be
a family or lineage group, a village or a tribal group. Within larger
tribes, communal ownership would commonly refer to ownership by
the family, or lineage group with extended structure, or the village
group since many distinct communities are possible within the sam
tribe. The freehold system is characterized by the ownership of fee
simple rights to lanel, including the right of the individual to transfer
such land by sale or rental. The leasehold system is practiced where
land is given out on loan for a season or for an indefinite period with
the promise that rental payments will be made, in cash or kind,

eriodicaliy. The right of reversion of land to the lessor is also
guaranteed.

According to early researchers into the Nigerian land tenure system,
the fundamental law of communal tenure is the inalienability of land.

he practice of selling land was not known in Nigeria until 1852 when
a treaty signed in Lagos abolished the slave trade and led to an influx
of ex-slaves to Lagos (Nigeria) from Sierra Leone. Said Chief Justice
Osborne after referring to this event, "the practice of alienation of
land sprang into vogue and another new feature totally foreign to
native law which knew not writing was introduced in the shape of
wri tten grants by the King of Lagos" (1).

In other parts of Nigeria efforts were made to stop the encroachin
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"vices" of trading in land since, if left unchecked, it would destroy the
communal system of tenure. In Western Niaeria, land was being
increasingly bought ane! sold until 1913, when an Order-In-Council
was enacted by the Native Administration to pu t an ene! to this
"abuse". The order forbade sale of land to non-natives. The situa
tion presently has taken a turn for the better.

In this sample survey of Ibadan and He, Western Nigeria, of the
200 farmers interviewed, 51.5 percent think that it is easy to buy
and sell land in their community. This includes buying land for
()ther than agricultural purposes. When questioned further, on
whether the practice of sale of land was prevalent in their communi
ties, 35.5 percent felt so. This shows the extent to which the practice
is presently in vogue. But only 18 percent of the farmers interviewed
support the practice and 20.5 percent have actually engaged in it.
Thus some farmers who have traded in land do not support the
practice.

Those who felt it was difficult to find lanj to buy in their com
munities gave as the reason that most lands have been cultivated and
there was no "surplus" left for sal. The majority of those who do
not support the practice gave the following reasons: Land be ongs
to all generations, it should not be sold. They weulu not want to
dispossess future generations of land. Farmers should not lose their
only source of incom, etc. Thus the main barrier to the sale of
land is that the present and future generations own land in common.

A significant roportion, 82 percent of the farmers, are opposed to
trading in lanel. The needs of the future generation are met with the
available land in the pres nt. This significant proportion should
be taken to represent the force of tradition as a burrier to the sale
of land.

Inheritance was the chief mode of acquisition of Ian'; 81.5 percent
of the farmers inherited their holdings while 19 percent purchased
their holdings. 17 percent had rented land and 3.5 percent had some
lanel by gift (2). Most of those who inherited land were under
communal tenure as seen by the fact that 36 percent of the farmers
interviewed live in communities where the village (or town) chief allo
cates land and 52.5 percent live in communities where the family
(or lineage) head handles the allocation. Lands allocated in either
of these ways are communally owned. Xothing prevents inheritanC':7
under freehold or leasehold systems, since land rights are transferable
under both systems. Transfers could be made either in perpetuity
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(by means of bequests) or for set periods (lease) with rights of re
version to the lessor in the latter case.

Almost 70 per cent of those who have rented land had contracted
for it under written agreement. This shows the growing importance
of the written record in transactions involving land. It is reflected
by the fact that 94.5 per cent of the farmers interviewed felt that
they would be able to farm their lands as long as they lived; only 5.5
per cent \vere not that confident.

Almost 95 per cent of the farmers agreed that a person born else
where could be allocated land to farm in their community. If a person
born elsewhere (e.g. a neighboring village) is in the same language
group as his hosts, he would be allocated land to farm only food
crops. But if he comes from a different language group (or a different
tribe), he would manifestly be denied any farming land whatsoever.
Thus, laborers are prevented from moving from regions of high popu
lation density to rEf,-cions of low density especially when these regions
have different spoken languages or tribes. Over 250 languages are
spoken in Nigeria and this serves effectively to limit migration in the
rural farm seclor (3).

-Most of the farmers grow both food and cash crops. Food crop
are for domestic consumption and cash crops are for e..'port to indus
trialized economies as industrial raw materials. While 3.5 percent
of the farmers grew no cash crops at all, 95.5 percent grew from one
10 rIve cash crops each. The average number of cash crops grown by
communal tenants and freeholders are given in the section on com
parisons below.

The chief implements used are hoes, cutlasses (machetes) and
curved harvesting knives (made in the form of a sickle with a long
handle and used principally for plucking cocoa; the European sickle
has a short handle for reaping). All the farmers had cutlasses while
98.5 percent had hoes, 14.5 percent bad digging sticks and 91 percent
possessed curved harvesting knives. Only two farmers had motor
driven equipment (4). Kane had a tractor or other heavy c(]uipment
for cultivation.

One hundred and twenty six farmers, 63 percent of the samp1e,
have structures on their farms. None has more than one structure.
These are essentially adobe-like mud-huts used for storage and for
shelter from the rains in the rainy season. Since lands are often dis
puted, they serve additionally to ensure the farmer's claim to owner
ship of the land.
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Not all farmers use chemicals to er dicate insects and fertilizers to
augment the productivity of the soil. Eighty percent of the farmers
use chemical insccLicides and/or fertilizers and 93 percent of these
procure the chemicals/fertilizers with their own money from the
market in spite of on-going government subsidy schemes to promote
tl:e use of thes f<'-ctor inputs, provided from extra market sources.

III

THE FARM ENTERPRISE

THE AVERAGE 'U BER of plots held by the 200 farmers was 3.32 each.
The average size of the larO'est plots was 7.48 acr 5, with the 'stri
bution from less than one acre to 100 acre for the most canso ictat d
holdings. The farmers have a propensity to accumulat scattere
farm holdings separated from on ud to t e other by farms of other
farmers, villag units and othe' communities. The farmers generally

a not ee these scattered holdings as constraints to increased farm
o tpuL Much land, 44.5 perce t of the land owned by the farmers,
lies fallow from year to year.

The aver ge income of the farmers was estimated at 398.8 1 igerian
poun sterling, which was equal to $1,184.40 (e.' hange rate 1972,
£1 Nigerian = $3 U.S.). Tills is comparab e to the median income
in the 'ndustria sector although sectoral migration from the rural to
the urban sector is still a predominant factor in this dualistic agri
cultural culture. Incomes for farmers were computed using the value
of a farmer's output less payment to other factors plus imputed value
of own output co s med in the year.

:Most of the farmers beli ved their f rm were on goo soil, located
on fiat plains; 98 percent descr' ed their soil a "goo6"; 96 perce t
reported their farms' location a on flat plains. Lack of rainfall Nas
a common problem in the study ear; 98.5 percent of the farmers said
their farms did not get enough rain in the preceding year. Only 38
perce t reported losses due to insect pests. These could have been
avoided by the usc of chemical pesticides.

The farmers believe in po ygamy and practice it. Th:? most fecund
farmer had 28 children. Seventy-eight perc nt of the farmers hired
laborers to augment the labor of family members; the others did not
go beyond the family labor force.

When asked whether they would like their children to become
f:Jrmers after them, 69 percent said no. All the others did. Those
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wanting their children to follow in their footsteps felt farming was
productive while the majority of the dissenting fanners would prefer
less tedious (in their vi2w) urban white and blue collar jobs for their
children'.

Almost all the farmers intervie\Yed, 98.5 percent, know that land
has monetary value. Some farmers felt very strongly about the high
value of land in terms of money. But only 23.5 percent of the farmers
thought that land should b;;> bought and sold and 92 percent confided
that they could Dot under any known circumstances alienate part or
parcel of their land.

Reasons for non-alienation as adduced by the farmers are: children
should inherit land; land belongs to all generations; farmer would
lose all their sources of income, etc. Since 98 percent know that land
is a productive input and 92 percent would not contemplate the sale
of any part of their land, one would conclude that though farmers

now that land has monetary value, tradition prevents them from
elling land like any other productive factor input in the land market.

IV

A COMPARISON BETWEEN COMMUNAL AND FREEHOLD TENURE

OUT OF THE 200 FARMERS, 137 were classified as communal tenants,
33 as freeholders and 18 as long-term leaseholders (5). The com
munal tenants are those who inherited land in communities where
either the village head or the family head allocates land. In such
communities, land is held in common either by the village group or
the family group. The freeholders are those who bought their own
land in areas where buying and selling of land is prevalent. These
farmers have permanent rights to their land including the right of
transfer by sale or rental. The long leaseholders rented land for as
long as they lived, paying some token rent, either in kind or cash 0

a yearly basis, to their landlords. According to them, they cannot
be evicted from their land during their lifetime, and their children
could subsequently inherit the land under the old terms or on contracts
newly negotiated (6).

The average distance from Ibadan of th2 communal land tenants
was 24.48 miles, while that for the freeholders was 22.36 miles. The
average distance from Ibadan for the third category, the leaseholders,
was 59.25 miles. Thus for th;; purpose of comparisons, the communal
tenants would be compared with the freeholders, and not with the
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leaseholders who are specifically located around Ife, 54 miles from
Ibadan and not randomly scattered around the areas like the first
two categories.

The average income and the average income per cultivated acre was
larger for the freeholder than for the communal tenant. The average
income for the freeholder was £536.3 as against f339.1 for the com
munal tenant. Average income per cultivat d acre for the freeholder
is £30.6 as against I2 2.6 for the communal tenant. Bu t the free
holders have more plots, on the average, than the communal tenants
(3.9 versus 3.3). It is fitting to state paradoxically that the better
index of consolidation is the size of the largrst plots (7). The greater
number of plots for the freeholder may be a reflection of their greater
wealth as fanners (as measured by the income figures). With this
wealth they can purchase bits and pieces of land wherever possible
opportunities to buy and scHIano are not 8.vailable in all communities
in this area.

The freeholder cultivates a greater proportion of his land than the
communal tenant, 63 percent of his land as against 51 percent for the
communal tena'1t. However, these percentages do not show signifi
cant difference (t-value of 1.25) at the 5 per cent confidence level so
no strong inference can be drawn from them (8).

Sixty percent of the freeholders have structures on their plots as
against 62 percent for the communal tenants. The average value of
these structures was £72.2 for the communal tenant and £61.4 for the
freeholder. The communal tenant may build houses on the farm in
order to establish his user rig lts to the land. An extension of labor
sometimes creates rights, and to leave a piece of land without a lanrl
mark of some sort would expose such land to future disputes about
the validity of the user's claim. The freeholder on the other hand
does not need such land marks to establish ownership since registr<:ble
deeds of sale and purchase can validate his claim.

The most valid evidence of the superiority of individual rights to
land is the average net income per farmer. The difference is signifi
cant at the 5 percent confidence level. Also the significantly higher
labor months applied by the freeholder shows that the freeholder has
greater incentive to develop his holdings to the most productive use.
Further, the total acreage cultivated by the freeholder is signifIcantly
higher than that for the communal tenant, showing that freeholding
has a greater propensity towards expansion. Since the total income
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figure is higher for the freeholder and the income per acre is also
higher (though not signifIcantly higher) 'lye might expect that factors
are applied relatively more effIciently by the freeholder to produce the
output. But the evidence is not conclusive.

V

CONCLUSIONS

A TENTATIVE COKCLUSION, given the inadequacies in the data base,
is that extension of fee-simple rights to land would lead to the better
ment of the conditions of the rural farmer, principally in Western
Nigeria. And since according to Doreen Warriner (9), land reform
refers to measures to either redistribute incomes in land or improve
the conditions of agriculture and those of the peasants, a valid land
reform program in Nigeria, using Ibadan and Ife experience as a guide,
should fIrst seek to displace the communal system of tenure.

Using the data on Ibadan and Ife as representative of the Nigerian
situation and subject to the limitations of the data, the Nigerian sys
tem of land tenure is still basically communal and the degree of com
munality does not seem to have subsided appreciably. On that ac
count, constraints are imposed on the optimal allocation of land in
the agricultural sector. Labor is immobile because members of foreign
language groups cannot obtain land on which to plant cash crops.
Land cannot easily be bought and sold and efficient farmers do not
thus have the opportunity to expand on contiguous tracts by buying
out less efficient farmers. This is a common result where holdings are
fragmented.

The incomes of farmers who have fee-simple rights to their land
were found to be signifiCantly higher than the incomes of communal
tenants. Further, the freeholder with fee-simple rights to land
tended to apply significantly more labor months to his plots than the
communal tenant, showing a greater incentive to bring land to pro
ductive use. The freeholder also had a signifIcantly higher number
of acres under cultivation than the communal tenant showing that
freeholding is more amenable to expansion and consolidation than
communal tenure. Thus evidence abounds to substantiate a pre
sumption that a movement to individual freehold tenancy would lead
to increases of wealth by means of increased agricultural output in the
agricultural sector of Nigeria.

Institute 0/ M anagenzent and Tecllllology
Ellugu, Anambra Slate
Nigeria, West A/rica
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1. Nigerian Law Reports, 1910, Vol. I, p. 3.
2. These percentages do not sum to 100 because the categories overlap.
3. Most of the languages have been classified as belonging to either of two

great language groups: the Hamite-semitic grOllp and the Nigritic or Niger-Congo
group. Within each group, the languages spoken differ considerably. Actually
there are 2.bout 250 tribes in Nigeria and some of the languages spoken can be
classified as dialects. See Robin Hallet, People and Progress in West Africa: An
Introduction to the Problems of Development (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1966),
pp. 32-33. Also F.A.O. Schwartz, Nigeria, The Tribe, The Nation, or the Race,
(Cambridge University Press, 1965), p. I; Buchanan and Pugh, Land and People
in Nigeria (London: University of London Press, 1962), pp. 84-87.

4. One farmer has a truck and the other bas a motorcycle.
S. The ceteris paribus assumptions are for the comparisons made between the

important variables in the two groups (freeholders vs. communal tenants). The
greater incidence of crop loss due to pests on one than on the other group may
be due to a higher incentive to one to procure and use insecticides. These in
centive effects as argued are not independent of the system of land tenure and as
such should not obviate from the results.

6. Twelve remaining in the sample were not placed into any category because
they either gained their land through gifts or inherited tbem outside the com
munal system. Also some of the 12 were remOved as control device as a result
of adverse rainfall, topography, fertility of soil and plant disease.

7. Dr. Adegboye, the then Senior Lecturer in Agricultural Economics, Uni
versity of Ibadan, Nigeria, convinc d the writer about tbis. This is easy to see
when comparing two hypothetical farmers, one with his largest plot say 10 acres,
the other 5 acres, The first farmer ha.s achieved greater consolidation given
that tbe compact 10 acres could possibly have been five disjoint parcels of 2
acres each.

8. Annual income per farmer, number of plots per farmer, acreage of largest
cultivated plot Jler farmer, total anca:.;e cultivated per farmer, number of cash
crops grown per farmer, number of labor months applied per farmer, percentage of
cultivated land, annual income per acre cultivated were tested for significant
difference between the two categories. The income per farmer, the number of
labor months applied per farmer, and the total acreage cultivated per farmer were
all significantly different at 5 per cent confidence le\'e1. The others have t
values that did not diverge over the two samples at 5 percent confidence level.
For statistical techniques applied see William A. Spurr and Charles P. Bonini,
Statistical A,zalysis for Business Decisions (Homewood, III.: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1967), p. 289.

9. Doreen Warriner, Land Reform in Principal alld Practice (Oxford: Clar
endon Press, 1964), pp. xiv and xv, deftned land reiorm as both the redi trihution
of property rip;hts on land for the benefit of the small farmers and agricultural
laborers and as any improvement in the institution of land tenure and agricultural
organization.

Needed: Food for 400 Million People

MORE THAN TWO-THIRDS of the the worU's popule.tion produce only
about one-third of the world's food. At the present growth r:1te in
output of 2.5 percent a year, the gap between what the developing
countries procluce and what they need could rise from 25 to 85 million
tons by 1985. Since 1954, the United States, as the world's largest
producer and exporter of food, has provide more than 25 billion in
food aid to developing countries. But hunger and malnutrition remain
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stark realities for some 400 million people, and food aid alone can go
only part way toward alleviating the situation. The long-term solution
lies in increasing agricultural production by the developing countries
themselves and in their means to purchase imports. Food security in
the long run means more equitable distribution of productive capacity
in foodstuffs worldwide. [From Gist, an unofficial U.S. Department
of State newsletter.]

FAHEY BLACK

A Journal for Cultural Economics

BEGINNIl':G IN MAY, 1977, the four-year-olcl Association for Cultural
Economics began publishing an off-set format journal, The Journal of
Cultural Economics. The Association and its largely interdisciplinary
journal are devoted to encouraging economists, planners and other
social scientists to undertake studies of the economics of art, art in
st1tutions and other cultural institutions in society. A professional
membership includes a subscription to the Journal of Cultural Eco
nomics, published twice each year. Membership fees of $5.00 may
be addressed to A.C.E., Department of Urban Studies, University of
Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325. Manuscripts sent for possible publication
should be addressed to William S. Hendon, editor, at the above address.
The journal's style sheet is sent on request. [From Professor Hendon.]

Aleeling ot Sodal Sciences' Historial1s

THE 9TH ANNUAL MEETIKG of Cheiron, the International Society for
the History of the Social and Behavioral Sciences, will be held at the
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.) from June 9 to 11th, 1977.
Papers, the emphasis of which will be interdisciplinary, will deal with
aspects of the history of any of the behavioral and social sciences or
with related historical or social science methodology. For information
write Dr. :iVlichael Wertheimer, Department of Psychology, University
of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. 80304. (From Dr. Elizabeth S. Good
man, secretary treasurer, 115 West Royal Drive, DeKalb, Ill. 60115.)


